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• Sacral neuromodulation (SNM) is considered 3rd line therapy for refractory 
overactive bladder (OAB)

• Our prior study noted possible positive association between presence of patient 
reported stress urinary incontinence (i.e. subjective SUI, sSUI) and outcome of 
SNM testing [1]
▪ sSUI defined as answering “yes” to “do you experience incontinence with 

laugh/cough/sneeze/exercise?”
• To date, no strong research to suggest SNM improves SUI

• We reanalyzed the data from our prior study to see if there is an association 
between SUI and SNM outcomes

• Retrospective re-analysis of our prior study of patients who passed SNM test and 

now includes those who did not (i.e. < 50% improvement)

• All patients reported sSUI in addition to refractory OAB symptoms

• Overall,100 female patients who underwent SNM for OAB with concomitant report 

of sSUI

• Inclusion criteria: +sSUI and preoperative UDS with LPP testing

• SNM patients grouped based on their results of stage 1 SNM testing: 50-75% 

(group 1), >75% (group 2), <50% (group 3) improvement

• Improvement % based on combination of overall subjective impression (analog 

scale) + objective measures (e.g. diaries, pad usage)

• Compared clinical and UDS parameters with respect to presence of objective SUI

▪ oSUI = positive Valsalva/cough stress test during UDS (LPP testing)

▪ T test, ANOVA
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• sSUI does not equate to oSUI (oSUI noted in 16% of patients with sSUI)

• Is it stress--induced DO rather than genuine SUI?

▪ Only noted in 10% of our patients with DO, 4% overall (but UDS can miss DO 

[2])

➢ The presence of sSUI in patients with OAB does not appear to be associated with 

the outcome of SNM
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